In an experiment using verification task procedures, 100 subjects responded to simple and complex problems of addition and multiplication. Identical structural parameters were found to model reaction time accurately to both addition and multiplication problems. Slope estimates for a memory network parameter did not differ significantly between simple and complex problems within an operation or between addition and multiplication problems. Both complex addition and complex multiplication problems were processed columnwise, with column sums or products being retrieved from an interrated memory network. The two types of complex problems included similar processes for carrying and for encoding of single digits, and both were self-terminated when an error in the units column was encountered. Addition and multiplication facts appear to be retrieved from a single interrelated memory network. A conceptual model for this interrelated network is discussed.
In an experiment using verification task procedures, 100 subjects responded to simple and complex problems of addition and multiplication. Identical structural parameters were found to model reaction time accurately to both addition and multiplication problems. Slope estimates for a memory network parameter did not differ significantly between simple and complex problems within an operation or between addition and multiplication problems. Both complex addition and complex multiplication problems were processed columnwise, with column sums or products being retrieved from an interrated memory network. The two types of complex problems included similar processes for carrying and for encoding of single digits, and both were self-terminated when an error in the units column was encountered. Addition and multiplication facts appear to be retrieved from a single interrelated memory network. A conceptual model for this interrelated network is discussed.
Chronometric analyses of response latencies to arithmetic problems enable the modeling of the processing components involved in solving such problems. Early research found reaction time (RT) for addition (Restle, 1970) and number comparison (Moyer & Landauer, 1967) tasks to be a function of the difference between the two numbers. Restle argued that simple addition problems are processed by transforming the numbers to be added into analog magnitudes, which are represented as distances along an internal number line. According to Restle, addition involves the concatenation of the shorter line segment onto the longer line segment, and the sum is represented by the end point of the concatenated line segments. Parkman and Groen (1971) found that adult RT to simple addition problems was best predicted by the smaller (minimum, or min) of the two addends. The hypothesized process consistent with this result involves setting an internal counter to the larger addend and then incrementing the counter a number of times equal to the smaller addend until a sum is obtained (Groen & Parkman, 1972) . However, in Parkman and Groen's study, the sum of the two addends explained nearly as much RT variance as did the smaller addend. Groen and Parkman interpreted this result, coupled with their finding of uniform RT to tie problems (problems with two identical integers), as reflecting direct memory access for most addition facts, with occasional memory retrieval failure for some
The authors wish to thank Cindy Slominski and Debbie Retter for their assistance with data collection. The present study was supported in part by Grants No. HD-I4688 and HD-046l2 from the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development to the second author, and by a grant from the Academic Computing Center of the University of California, Riverside. Requests for reprints should be addressed to either the first author, who is now at the Department of Psychology, University of Texas, El Paso, TX 79968, or to the second author, Department of Psychology, University of California, Riverside, CA 92521. problems. When memory retrieval failed, adults reverted to the more reliable min counting strategy. Ashcraft and Battaglia (1978) empirically tested the above counting and direct-access/counting models, using verification tasks for simple addition problems. Adult RT to these problems, except when the difference between the stated sum and the correct sum was large ("unreasonable incorrect" split), was best predicted by the square of the correct sum tsum'). This finding was inconsistent with both the counting and direct-access/counting models. Ashcraft and Battaglia interpreted their results as suggesting that the correct sum for a simple addition problem is obtained through retrieval of the sum from a memory network of addition facts. They conceptualized the memory network as a square matrix with column and row entry nodes for the integers 0 through 9. The correct sum for a given simple addition problem is stored at the intersection of the entry nodal values corresponding to the two addends. Because in their study RT increased exponentially with the size of the correct sum, Ashcraft and Battaglia argued that the matrix is "stretched" in the region oflarger sums, resulting in longer vector distances and therefore in longer RTs. RT patterns for primed problems and for more complex addition problems were interpreted as consistent with this network model (Ashcraft & Stazyk, 1981) .
Recently, Miller, Perlmutter, and Keating (1984) reported that RT for simple addition and simple multiplication problems was better predicted by the correct product (prod) of the problem digits than by the sum', This result, and analyses of errors, suggests that both addition and multiplication facts are retrieved from a similar memory network. Widaman, Geary, and Cormier (1986) replicated the finding that the correct product was the better predictor of RT to simple and complex addition problems and argued that the product structural variable is also consistent with retrieval of addition facts from a memory network. In summary, the use of chronometCopyright 1986 Psychonomic Society, Inc. 478 ric procedures in the cognitive arithmetic area has led to the identification of a memory retrieval process involved in solving arithmetic problems. However, processing of arithmetic problems involves components other than retrieval of facts, such as a carrying operation for complex problems (Ashcraft & Stazyk, 1981) . Recently, Widaman et al. (1986) outlined a general theoretical model for the processing components for both simple and complex addition problems. Widaman et al. 's model is an elaboration of Ashcraft's (1982) model, and includes the same basic processing stages: encode, search/compute, decide, and respond. The first stage involves encoding of the problem's operation (e.g., addition) and the initial two integers (e.g., in the units column in complex problems) to be summed. Once the encoded integers are in working memory (Case, 1985) , a sum for these integers is obtained through either a counting process or a memory search process. For simple addition involving two single-digit addends, the obtained sum is then compared with the stated sum (for verification tasks), and a decision C'true" or "false") is made and executed. For more complex problems, recycling loops that correspond to the summing of more than one column of numbers and/or more than two rows of integers are included in the model. For multicolumn problems, the encoding and search/compute processes for simple problems are recycled until sums are obtained for each column. This recycling loop may be modified in two ways: First, a carrying operation (Ashcraft & Stazyk, 1981) is required if the preceding column's sum is greater than 9; and second, complex multico1umn problems may be self-terminated if a column error is encountered before the entire problem is processed. That is, if the stated sum for the units column is incorrect, the problem will be exited and the response "false" will immediately be executed. Widaman et al. (1986) used multiple regression techniques to model the above process strategies. Regression equations were fit to RT data for simple and complex addition problems, with independent structural variables specified for each component process. Widaman et al. found that these regression equations predicted RT to addition problems extremely well. The product and columnwise product for simple and complex problems, respectively, always provided better fit to RT data than did alternative search/compute parameters. Furthermore, variables specifying added elementary component processes (e.g., encoding of digits) always resulted in significant increases in RT variance explained. Finally, Widaman et al. tested the assumption that subjects would use a selfterminating strategy by comparing full-model R 2s for statistical models representing self-terminating strategies with the R 2s for models for exhaustive strategies. The selfterminating strategy models always provided a better fit to RT than did exhaustive strategy models.
Although Widaman et al. (1986) tested their model with addition problems only, the same process components (e.g., carrying), and perhaps the same search/compute parameter (i.e., product), may represent process strategies for other arithmetic operations. Indeed, Parkman (1972) found that RT to simple multiplication problems was best predicted by the same structural variables that best fit RT to simple addition problems (i.e., min, sum). Parkman argued that multiplication problems are solved through retrieval of the product from a memory network. Furthermore, he hypothesized that the network for multiplication facts is hierarchically related to the network for addition facts (Parkman, 1972) .
Results from experiments that presented confusion problems, in which the stated sum is correct for a different operation (e.g., addition) but incorrect for the given operation (e.g., multiplication), supported Parkman's conclusion (Stazyk, Ashcraft, & Hamann, 1982, Experiment 3; Winkelman & Schmidt, 1974) . Winkelman and Schmidt presented certain multiplication problems with stated products that were incorrect for multiplication but correct for addition, and other multiplication problems with stated products that were incorrect for both multiplication and addition. RTs and error rates for the former (confusion) problems were higher than those for the latter (nonconfusion) problems. Results from Miller et al. 's (1984) experiment and from confusion experiments (Stazyk et aI., 1982; Winkelman & Schmidt, 1974) are consistent with the hypothesis that there is an interrelated memory network for addition and multiplication facts.
However, it has not been shown that added elementary processes involved in the solving of addition problems (e.g., encoding and carrying) are necessary to the mental solving of multiplication problems. In fact, no information is available at present regarding the process components involved in the solving of complex multiplication problems. Therefore, in the present study, we sought (1) to further test the hypothesis that addition and multiplication facts are stored in an interrelated memory network, (2) to provide empirical information on process strategies involved in complex multiplication, and (3) to test Widaman et al. 's (1986) model concurrently for simple and complex multiplication problems.
METHOD

Subjects
One hundred undergraduates (45 male, 55 female) who were enrolled in psychology courses at the University of California, Riverside, served as subjects. All subjects received $3 or course credit for participating in this experiment.
Stimuli
A total of 320 arithmetic problems served as stimuli. The global set consisted of 80 problems of each of four types of arithmetic: simple addition, complex addition, simple multiplication, and compie" multiplication. These four sets were presented independently and in the above order.
Simple addition. The 80 simple addition problems consisted of two vertically presented integers with a stated sum. Forty of the problems (the "true" problems) were selected from the 90 possible nontie pairwise combinations of the integers 0 through 9 and were presented with the correct sum. The frequency and placement of all integers was counterbalanced. That is, each integer (0 through 9) appeared eight times across the 40 problems and appeared equally often as the first addend and as the second addend. The remaining simple addition problems (the "false" problems) were the same 40 pairs of integers presented with a stated sum incorrect by ± 1 or ±2.
The magnitude of the error was counterbalanced across the 40 "false" problems. No repetition of either integer or of the stated sum was allowed across consecutive trials, and no more than four consecutive presentations of "true" or "false" problems were allowed.
Complex addition. The 80 complex addition problems consisted of two vertically placed double-digit integers with a stated sum. The 40 "true" problems were constructed from 80 of the 90 possible integers 10 through 99. The larger integer was the first addend for one half of the problems, and the frequency of individual digits 0 through 9 was counterbalanced for position. Within a given problem, all four digits were unique. Finally, the stated sum for the units column was greater than 9, and therefore required a carrying operation, for one half of the problems. The 40 "false" problems were the same 40 pairs of integers presented with a stated sum incorrect by ± 1, ±2, ± 10, or ±20. The placement of the error was counterbalanced; that is, each value of the error (e.g., + I or -2) occurred five times, with the constraint that when the sum for the units column was greater than 9, one half of the errors occurred in the units column and one half of the errors occurred in the tens column. No repetition of either addend or of the stated sum was allowed across consecutive trials, and no more than four consecutive presentations of "true" or "false" problems were allowed.
Simple multiplication. The 80 simple multiplication problems consisted of two vertically presented single-digit integers with a stated product. Problems with two identical integers (ties) and problems including the integer 0 were excluded because of inconsistent performance with these problems (e.g., see Stazyk et al., 1982) . Accordingly, the "true" simple multiplicationproblems consisted of the remaining 36 unique combinations of nontie and nonzero problems and 4 randomly selected inverted (e.g., 3 x 7, 7 x 3) problems. The larger value integer was placed in the top position for half of the problems; thus, each unique integer I through 9 appeared four or five times in the top position and four or five times in the bottom position across the 40 problems. The 40 "false" problems consisted of the same 40 pairs of integers, but with the stated product deviating from the correct product by ± I, ±2, or ± 10. Across the 40 problems, the stated product deviated from the correct product by ± I or ±2 for 24 problems, and by ± 10 for 16 problems. No repetition of either integer or of the stated product was allowed across consecutive trials, and no more than four consecutive presentations of "true" or "false" problems were allowed.
Complex multiplication. The 80 complex multiplicationproblems consisted of a double-digit multiplicand placed vertically over a single-digit multiplier, presented with a stated product. Multiplicands consisted of a random sample of 40 of the 90 integers from 10 through 99. The integers I through 9 served as multipliers. Across the 40 stimuli, the integers I through 9 served as the multiplier four or five times each; the units place for the multiplicand contained the integers 0 through 9 four times each; and the tens place for the multiplicand contained the integers I through 9 four or five times each. Within each problem all digits were unique. The "false" problems consisted of the same 40 pairs of multiplicands and multipliers, presented with a stated product deviating from the correct product by ± I, ±2, ± 10, ±20, or ± lOO. The placement of these errors was counterbalanced across the stated product columns. That is, there were 14 errors in the units column, 14 errors in the tens column, and 12 errors in the hundreds column. No repetition of the stated product or of multiplicands or multipliers was allowed across consecutive trials, and no more than four consecutive presentations of "true" or "false" problems were allowed.
Apparatus
The arithmetic problems were presented at the center of a 30 em x 30 cm video screen controlled by an Apple 11+ microcomputer. A Cognitive Testing Station clocking mechanism ensured the collection of RTs with ± I msec accuracy. The subjects were seated approximately 70 em from the video screen and responded by depressing one of two buttons located on a board directly in front of them. Each subject responded "true" by depressing the button on the side of his/her preferred hand and responded "false" using his/her nonpreferred hand.
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For each problem, a READY prompt appeared at the center of the video screen for 500 msec, followed by a 1,000-msec period during which the screen was blank. Then an arithmetic problem appeared on the screen and remained until the subject responded, at which time the problem was removed. If the subject responded correctly, the screen was blank for 1,000 msec, and the READY prompt for the next problem then appeared. If the subject responded incorrectly, a WRONG prompt of 1,000 msec duration followed the removal of the stimulus and preceded the I,ooo-msec interproblem blank period.
Procedure
The subjects were tested individually in a quiet room. They were told that they were going to be presented with four individual sets of arithmetic problems in a set order: simple addition, complex addition, simple multiplication, and complex multiplication.i They were told that their task was to respond "true" or "false" to the presented problem by pressing the appropriate key. Equal emphasis was placed on speed and accuracy. Subjects were told the type of problem to be presented before each set, and a practice set of eight problems was presented at the beginning of each set. A short rest period followed each set. The entire testing session lasted approximately 45 min.
RESULTS
Overall error rate in the matrix of 32,000 RTs was 4.9% (range 3.2 % to 8.5%, across sets), and fewer than 1.0% of the RTs were deleted as outliers (using Dixon's test; Wike, 1971) . All analyses excluded these error and outlier RTs. Processing models for simple addition and multiplication were fit to average RT data using multiple regression techniques. Models for the search/compute process fit to RT data included Parkman and Groen's (1971) five counting-based models, Ashcraft's (1982) true-sum-squared parameter, and the correct product (Miller et al., 1984) . A truth parameter (coded 0 for correct problems and 1 for incorrect problems) was included in the regression equations. The truth parameter represents RT intercept differences between "true" and "false" problems. For simple addition and multiplication, equations were fit using each of the above search/compute parameters and the truth parameter.
Regression equations for complex addition and multiplication problems were fit according to the processing stages described by Widaman et al. (1986) . Specifically, the above search/compute parameters were fit separately for each column sum or column product, and parameters for the number of items encoded (NI) and a self-terminating carrying operation (carryst), as well as the truth parameter, were included in each equation. The NI parameter was coded equal to the total number of digits in the problem, including the stated sum (e.g., 6 or 7 for complex addition problems, but 3 for complex addition problems that were self-terminated because of an error in the units column). The carryst parameter was coded oif the units sum was < 10, or if the stated units sum was incorrect. If the stated units sum was correct and 2:: 10, then the carryst parameter was coded 1. All processes following a units-column error were coded O. The fit of each regression equation was basedon the value of the R 2 and the significance of the partial F ratio for each parameter. A partial F ratio tests the significance of the independent variance explained for each structural variable in a regression equation (Ashcraft & Stazyk, 1981; Cohen & Cohen, 1983) .
Addition
Simple addition. The three best-fitting regression modelsfor simpleadditionproblemsare presentedin the top half of Table 1 . Inspection of Table I revealsthat RT to simpleaddition problems was bestpredicted by the correct product (prod) of the addends along with a truth parameter (R 2 = .737). 3 The sum' and minstructural variables, each accompanied by the truth parameter, were the next best predictors for these problems. Initially, the NI variable wasincluded in eachof theseequations; however, the partialF ratioswere not significant for this parameter, so the NI variable was not included in any of the final equations. The nonsignificance of the NI variable likely resultedfrom a lack of variancein the numberof integers in simple addition problems (i.e., 3 or 4). Dropping the NI variable from the equations resulted in the incorporation of encoding speed into the intercept value. Across the three equations, interceptvalues were highly similar and the regression weights for thetruthvariable were identical. Identical regression weights for truth suggest that this parameter was orthogonal to the search/compute process. The independence of components included in each equationwas supportedby the findingthat no interaction (e.g., prod x truth) was significant for any of the equations [for equations including theprod, sum", and min variables, respectively, F(I, 76) = 0.00,0.05, and 0.01; p > .50 for all F ratios].
Complex addition. In the bottom half of Table I , the three best-fitting equations for complexaddition problems are presented. Inspection of Table I revealsthat all of the processing components (NI, carryst, truth) proposed by Widamanet aI. (1986) had highly significant(p < .01) F ratios for all three equations. The equation that specifiedcolumnwise processing of problems withthe columnwiseproduct as the search parameter, alongwiththe above processcomponents, providedthe best fit to complexaddition RT (R2 = .867). In each of the three equations, the search/compute parameter was initially estimated separately for each column. Inspection of these resultsrevealed highly similarcolumnwise slopeestimates. Accordingly, the columnwise slope estimates for the units and tens columns were constrained to be equaL We evaluated the significance of this equalityconstraintby usingan incremental F test (Cohen & Cohen, 1983) to test the decreasein R2 associated withenforcingthe equalityconstraints. Constraining columnwise slope estimates to be equalresulted in nonsignificant decreases in the full-model Note-All models significant at the p < .0001 level. All partial F ratios significant at the p < .01 level. Prod = product; truth = intercept differences between "true" and "false" problems; sum' = square of the correct sum; min = smaller of the two addends; NI = number of items encoded; unitprod = unitscolumn product; carryst = self-terminating carrying operation; tenprod = tens-column product; unitsurrr' = units-column sum'; tensurrr' = tens-column sum'; unitrnin = units-column min; tenrnin = tens-column min.
0.50, and 0.16; P > .50 for all F ratios]. Identical slope estimates are therefore presented in Table 1 for the units and tens columns. Across the three equations, the component processes required in the model were the same, and the regression estimates were highly similar. The search/compute strategy x truth interactions were estimated separately for each column slope, and the significanceof these interactions was tested using an incremental F test (Cohen & Cohen, 1983) .
The addition of these interactions to the three regression equations failed to increase the full-model R 2 significantly for any equation [for equations including prod, sum', and min variables, respectively, F(2,72) = 2.00, p > .10; F(2,72) = 1.12, P > .25; F(2,72) = 1.88, P > .10].
Multiplication
Simple multiplication. The three best-fitting equations for simple multiplication problems are presented in the top half of Table 2 . Inspection of Table 2 reveals that RT to simple multiplication problems was best predicted by the prod, along with the truth parameter (R2 = .721). The smaller of the multiplicand and multiplier (min) and the sum', each accompanied by the truth parameter, were the next best predictors for these problems. The NI parameter was initially included in each of these equations. However, as with simple addition problems, the partial F ratios for the NI parameter were not significant, so NI was not ineluded in the final equations. Speed of encoding was therefore encompassed within the intercept value. All verification (truth) processes again appeared to be orthogonal to the search/compute process; this conclusion was supported by the finding that, once again, no interaction was significant for any of the equations [for equations including the prod, sum", and min variables, respectively, F(I,76) = 1.27,0.93, and 1.25; p > .25 for all F ratios].
Complex multiplication. The three best-fitting equations for complex multiplication problems are presented in the bottom half of Table 2 . Inspection of Table 2 reveals that all but one of the processing components (NI, for the last equation) proposed by Widaman et al. (1986) for complex addition problems had significant partial F ratios (p < .05) across these three equations. In addition to the above components, a carrying remainder parameter (carrem, coded the value of the remainder following the units-column multiplication) was fit in each of the equations. The carrem reflects the number of units that must be incremented onto the product of the multiplier and the tens-column digit of the multiplicand in order to give the correct answer in the tens and hundreds columns of the problem. Consider the problem 27 X 6; following the units-column multiplication (7 X 6), the remainder of this operation (4) must be held in working memory during the tens-column multiplication (2 x 6), and then this remainder (4; the carrem) must be added to the provisional Note-All models significant at the p < .0001 level. All partial F ratios, except the F ratio for NI in the final equation, significantat the p < .05 level. Prod = product; truth = intercept differences between "true" and "false" problems; min = smaller of the multiplicand and multiplier; sum' = square of the correct sum; NI = number of items encoded; unitprod = units-column product; carryst = self-terminating carrying operation; tenprod = tens-column product; carrem = value of the remainder following the units-column multiplication; unitsum" = units-column sum'; tensurrr' = tens-column sum'; unitmin = units-column min; tenmin = tens-column min.
tens-column product (12) to complete the problem. The carrem parameter showed highly significant partial F ratios for all three equations. The equation fit with the columnwise product and the above process components provided the best fit to complex multiplication RT (R 2 = .878). The equations were initially fit with the search/compute parameter estimated separately for each column; again, results revealed highly similar columnwise slope estimates in each analysis. Constraining the columnwise slope estimates to be equal resulted in a nonsignificant decrease in the full-model R 2 for each of the three equations [for equations including prod, sum", and min variables, respectively, F(1,74) = 0.02,0.16, and 0.93; p > .25 for all F ratios]. Identical slope estimates are therefore presented in Table 2 for the units and the tens columns.
Process component and intercept estimates showed somewhat greater variability across the three equations than did the comparable estimates from complex addition problems. However, despite some variability in component speed estimates across equations, the same encoding, truth, and carrying components were required across the three equations. The preceding component processes for complex multiplication were identical to the processes fit for complex addition. The search/compute strategy X truth interactions were estimated separately for each column slope, and the significance of the interactions was tested using an incremental F test. 
Split Effects
Previous results using verification procedures have indicated that RT may vary as a function of the difference in magnitude, or split, between the correct sum and the stated sum in "false" problems (Ashcraft & Battaglia, 1978; Krueger & Hallford, 1984) . Ashcraft and Battaglia reported a monotonic decrease in RT as the size of the split increased (i.e., for "unreasonable incorrect" stated sums). Furthermore, the split effect may also be influenced by the use of an odd-even heuristic (Krueger & Hallford, 1984) . In the present study, only columnwise stated sums or products with "reasonable incorrect" values (i.e., ± I or ±2 per column) were used. Therefore, the split effect found in previous research (Ashcraft & Battaglia, 1978; Ashcraft & Stazyk, 1981) might not be evident in responses to these stimuli, as Krueger and Hallford (1984) reported no difference between splits of ± I and splits of ±2. To test the significance of the magnitude of the colurnnwise split, we added independent structural variables that were coded the size of the split for each column to the full-model regression equations for each problem type. To test each split parameter, we tested the significance of the increase in the full-model R 2 associated with each added split variable. These results indicated that the size of the columnwise split for all four problem types and across all columns was never significant (all ps > .10).
Combined Analysis
As hypothesized, inspection of Tables I and 2 reveals that identical structural variables and highly similar slope estimates predicted RT to both simple and complex addition and multiplication problems. If these estimates do not differ significantly, this would suggest identical encoding, memory search, and verification processes for both addition and multiplication, and for both simple and complex problems. To test this hypothesis, we combined data from simple and complex addition and multiplication problems and evaluated a series of regression models.
Specifically, we combined data sets two at a time and conducted significance tests of the difference in the regression weights for identical structural variables. For the combined analyses, a dummy coded structural variable, type, was added to the more complex of the two regression equations. The partial F ratio for the type parameter tested intercept differences between the two problem types. Codes for all other structural variables remained the same as those reported for the independent analyses.
Partial F ratios for the interaction between the type parameter and the remaining structural variables provided a significance test of the difference between regression weights for each parameter for the two problem types in a given combined analysis. Because of the large number of variables and interactions tested with these analyses, a significance level of p < .01 was adopted.
Simple operations. Inspection of Tables I and 2 reveals highly similar intercept and slope estimates for simple addition and multiplication. The first combined analyses compared regression weight differences for simple addition and multiplication. In this combined set, the type parameter (coded 0 for addition and I for multiplication) was added to the equation with the prod and the truth parameters. The partial F ratio for the type parameter tested the intercept difference between addition and multiplication. The partial F ratio for the type X prod interaction tested the slope difference between addition and multiplication for the prod parameter, and the partial F ratio for the type X truth interaction tested the truth parameter difference.
The regression equation for the combined simple addition and multiplication data sets is presented in the top portion of Simple and complex addition. For a comparison of simple with complex addition, the type parameter was coded 0 for simple addition and 1 for complex addition, and the carryst parameter was coded 0 for simple addition. The Nl parameter for simple addition was coded the number of digits in the problem (3 or 4) . The regression equation for the combined analysis of simple and complex addition is presented as the second equation in Table 3 .
As with simple operations, the addition of the type parameter and the appropriate interactions revealed that the partial F ratios for the type [F(l, 151) these results suggest highly similar truth parameter and memory search processes and memory search rates for simple and complex addition problems. Widaman et al. (1986) found that speed of encoding integers increased linearly as the number of integers in the problem increased. On the basis of Widaman et al.'s finding and the value estimated for speed of encoding integers for simple addition (50 msec) and complex addition (179 msec) in the present study, we coded the Nl parameter in the combined analysis so as to allow encoding speed for complex addition to be estimated as three times the value estimated for simple addition encoding speed. The slower encoding rate for complex addition (64 x 3, or 192 msec per digit) than for simple addition (64 msec per digit) replicates the finding of Widaman et al. (1986) .
Simpleand complex multiplication. Identical procedures were used to compare simple and complex multiplication problems, with results similar to those reported above. Inspection of the third equation in Table 3 Note-All models significant at the p < .0001 level. All partial F ratios significant at the p < .01 level.
Structural variables are identical to those described for the individual analyses, with the coding changes. Prod = product; truth = intercept differences between "true" and "false" problems; NI = number of items encoded; carryst = self-terminating carrying operation; carrem = value of the remainder following units-eolumn multiplication. *The regression parameter estimate presented refers to encoding time per digit for the simple operation; thus, encoding time per digit for complex addition is exactly three times the estimate shown. tThe regression parameter estimate presented refers to encoding time per digit for the simple operation; thus, encoding time per digit for complex multiplication is exactly two times the estimate shown.
== 0.32, p > .50] parameters. As for addition problems, these results suggest highly similar, if not identical, truth parameter and memory search processes and memory search rates for simple and complex multiplication. Furthermore, initial encoding speeds for the two types of multiplication did not appear to differ. However, forcing encoding speeds to be equal resulted in an unreasonably low intercept value for the combined equation. Therefore, on the basis of initial NI estimates (50 msec for simple, 105 msec for complex), we coded the NI parameter in the combined equation so as to allow encoding speed for complex multiplication to be estimated as double the value estimated for simple multiplication encoding speed. Allowing these NI estimate differences yielded a reasonable intercept value for the combined equation presented in Table 3 . Complex operations. Intercept and slope estimates were compared for complex addition and complex multiplication. [F(l, 149) == 4.91, P > .01] parameters. These results suggest that identical process components are involved in the solving of bothcomplex addition and complex multiplication problems, and that the speed of execution of these components does not differ significantly between the two operations.
Simple addition and complex multiplication. A procedure identical to that used to compare simple multiplication with complex multiplication was used in this analysis. Inspection of the fifth regression equation in Table 3 reveals that a single equation provided a good fit to the combined RT data for simple addition and complex mul- parameters. Although the type x NI interaction was nonsignificant, it was necessary to specify a linear increase in encoding time per digit across problem type (as previously found by Widaman et al., 1986) Simple multiplication and complex addition. A procedure identical to that used to compare simple addition with complex addition was used in this analysis. Inspection of the final equation in Self-terminating versus exhaustive processing A separate structural variable for the self-terminating strategy was not included in the regression equations for complex problems. Rather, we tested the validity of this strategy by comparing the fit of equations representing exhaustive processing of problems with the fit of equations reflecting self-terminating processing. If a selfterminating strategy was used, the only process executed following a units-column error would be the response "false." Accordingly, for equations reflecting a selfterminating strategy, in problems with a units-column error, structural variables representing any processes (e.g., carrying, carrem) following the units column were recoded to 0 values. For equations reflecting exhaustive processing, codes of structural variables were left unchanged, thereby representing execution of the processes following a units-column error.
The same structural variables were used in the regression equations for both exhaustive and self-terminating strategies, given the coding changes for the selfterminating processes. As a result, nested comparisons and F tests could not bederived to compare the two types of strategies. However, our assumption that subjects used the self-terminating strategies was based on the change in the full-model R2S compared with the full-model R 2 s under exhaustive processing. Table 4 presents full-model R 2 s for complex addition and multiplication problems under exhaustive and self-terminating strategies. Inspection of Table 4 reveals that the self-terminating strategy, compared with the exhaustive strategy, resulted in a mean increase in RT variance explained of 42.2 % for complex addition problems and 19.3 % for complex multiplication problems. The assumption that subjects used a selfterminating strategy is thus supported for both addition and multiplication problems. 
DISCUSSION
Converging evidence has suggested the existence of an interrelated memory network for addition and multiplication facts (Miller et al., 1984; Parkman, 1972; Stazyk et al., 1982; Winkelman & Schmidt, 1974) . The results of the present study further support this hypothesis, and suggest that it is true for both simple and complex problems. The prod parameter, which has been interpreted as representing search distance in long-term memory for multiplication facts (Stazyk et al., 1982) and addition facts (Miller et al., 1984; Widaman et al., 1986) , provided the best representation of RT data for both simple and complex forms of addition and multiplication problems.
Although the prod variable provided the best fit to RT across all four problem types, its fit was only slightly better, in several cases, than that of the min and sum' parameters. Thus, a strong argument favoring the prod variable over the min or sum' variables cannot be made. Nevertheless, slope estimates for the prod structural variable did not differ significantly, either between simple and complex problems within operations or across addition and multiplication operations. The memory retrieval process, therefore, appears to have highly similar, if not identical, search speeds for both addition and multiplication facts.
The prod structural variable allows for a conceptual model of the memory network search that is simpler than models proposed previously. Widaman et al. (1986) showed that the prod was compatible with a geometric matrix representing a memory network similar to that proposed by Ashcraft and Battaglia (1978) . Like Ashcraft and Battaglia, Widaman et al. conceptualized the memory network as a square symmetric matrix, with two orthogonal axes representing nodes for the two integers to be added. However, in Widaman et al. 's model the distance between the nodal values is assumed to be constant, not "stretched" in the region oflarger sums, as in Ashcraft and Battaglia's model. The network is entered at the origin, and the rate of activation of the network is assumed to be a constant function of the area of the network activated. The prod structural variable represents the total area of the matrix activated, and the prod is then linearly related to the search time required to arrive at the correct answer.
A third axis, representing the different operations of addition and multiplication, is a reasonable addition to the model of the memory network for arithmetic facts. The third axis results in a three-dimensional model of simple arithmetic facts. The three dimensions include one dimension, or node, for the first addend (or multiplicand); a second dimension, or node, for the second addend (or multiplier); and a third dimension that specifies the operation performed (addition vs. multiplication). Such a model allows for the representation of arithmetic facts for different operations at different levels in the long-term memory network. Thus, declarative knowledge of the correct answer for the problems 7 + 3 and 7 x 3 would be represented in the same region of the matrix, but at different levels. The activation of the three-dimensional matrix would commence with the encoding of presented integers (e.g., 7 and 3) and with the activation of information at all levels of the operator axis. The specification of the correct operation for the stated problem (e.g., addition) would result in preferential activation of the matrix at this level, but remaining levels of the operation axis would be activated in accord with the similarity of the operator to the correct operation for the problem. The retrieved arithmetic fact would then be represented by the activated area of the matrix at the level of the operator axis given preferential activation. The preceding conceptual model for the long-term memory network of arithmetic facts is an elaboration of previous conceptual models (Ashcraft & Battaglia, 1982; Parkman, 1972; Widaman et al., 1986 ) that allows specifically for confusion effects (Stazyk et al., 1982; Winkelman & Schmidt, 1974) . Confusion effects would occur with the simultaneous activation of differing levels of the operator axis in the same region of the memory network. Accordingly, the probability of retrieving certain arithmetic facts (e.g., 7 + 3 = 10, or 7 x 3 = 21) is greater than 0 for any single operation at the area of the region represented by the product of the integers. The greater the probability of retrieving conflicting information from the same region of the network, the greater the confusion effect.
The second purpose of this study was to assess the fit of Widaman et al. 's (1986) model for cognitive multiplication. We found support for the idea of identical process components for both simple and complex forms of addition and multiplication. Complex multiplication problems appear to be processed columnwise, and the best-fitting model included the same structural variables for encoding, memory search, carrying to the next column, and for the differences between "true" and "false" problems as did the model for complex addition problems. Regression weight estimates did not differ significantly for the search (product) and verification (truth) processes, or for the carrying operation.
The combined analyses suggested that encoding time per digit may increase as the number of digits in the addends or multiplier and multiplicand in a problem increases. Such a finding was previously reported by Widaman et al. (1986) for different types of addition problems, and is similar to a finding by Poltrock and Schwartz (1984) for multidigit number comparison. In the present study, simple problems had two digits in the addends or multiplier and multiplicand, complex multiplication problems had three digits, and complex addition problems had four digits. Statistical tests of encoding time per digit comparing the above three problem types were not always significant. However, a linear increase of 60 to 65 msec in the per-digit encoding time was observed with each increase of one digit per problem. The above fmding is consistent with Widaman et al. 's report of a linear increase of 57 msec in per-digit encoding time as the number of digits per problem increased.
Finally, Widaman et al.'s (1986) finding of selfterminating processing of arithmetic problems was replicated for addition problems and verified for multiplica-tion problems. Appropriate self-termination requires the action of a metacognitive process that monitors the course of problem solution, selecting and executing proper process components at each step. Thus, the processing of tens-column information under a self-terminating strategy is contingent upon whether an error is encountered in the units column; under an exhaustive strategy, the complete problem is processed regardless of whether errors are encountered. Under a self-terminating strategy, the component process most efficientin solving the problem is executed; that is, either the response "false" is made following a units-column error, or the tens-column information is processed if the units-column answer is correct. The R 2 differences between models reflecting selfterminating and exhaustive processing were larger for addition than for multiplication. This result likely reflects physical, rather than operational, differences between these two problem types (see Widarnan et al., 1986) .
To conclude, the present study provides further evidence for a single memory network for addition and multiplication facts. Furthermore, identical processing components, including a metacognitive component, appear to be used for the processing of both addition and multiplication problems, and these processing components may prove important for the study of other arithmetic operations. Finally, the combined regression analyses described provide an adjunct methodology, complementing the use of confusion experiments, for the comparison of component processes within operations and across arithmetic operations.
